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Wikimedia Belgium: multilingual association without
lucrative purpose
Free knowledge for everybody thanks to Wikipedia and more

Having access to knowledge is crucial in the 21st
century to find your way in the world. The internet
encyclopaedia Wikipedia gives many people an answer
to all kinds of questions every day. Internationally, and
also in Belgium, Wikipedia is one of the most visited
websites.
Wikipedia is the best known project of the Wikimedia
movement. But there are more, like Wikimedia Commons, a collection of millions of pictures, videos, and
sound recordings. The most recent project is Wikivoyage, a free travel guide.
At the heart of the Wikimedia movement are the volunteers. They write articles on Wikipedia; upload images and sound recordings; collaborate with archives,
libraries, and museums; organise meetings; write and
correct software; plan and invent new activities...
Wikimedia Belgium vzw is a part of the worldwide
Wikimedia movement and strives to provide everyone
in Belgium with free access to as much as knowledge
as possible. Wikimedia Belgium supports the volunteers, performs fund raising, gives training and cooperates with museums, libraries, archives and other
organisations.

www.wikimedia.be

human being can freely share in the sum of all
knowledge... That’s our commitment. ”

Europeana Fashion / Christin & Monica Ho, CC-BY-SA 2.0

A short history since 2001
It all began with the English Wikipedia, which was started
by the American Jimmy Wales in 2001. What began as an
experiment grew in a short period of time towards a real
encyclopaedia thanks to the enthusiasm of tens of thousands
of volunteers. That same year also a Dutch, a French and a
German Wikipedia started. Jimmy Wales founded in 2003
the Wikimedia Foundation, because it became
technically and financially too much of a personal burden for him. Since then this foundation is
owner and manager of the website Wikipedia and
other Wikimedia projects for free knowledge.
The Wikimedia Foundation, registered in San
Francisco, is responsible for the
technical infrastructure. Software is
written and maintained, research is
done and fundraising is performed.
Course Wikipedia article writing
The foundation is owner of the comon-site
mercial names and the logos. In more
than 40 countries, including Belgium, a national Wikimedia
association has been founded by local volunteers to support
the Wikimedia Foundation to fulfil its mission.

Free knowledge?
When someone writes a text, creates a work of art, takes a
photo, or creates something similar, he owns the copyright
of that work. Distribution and modification are only possible
with explicit agreement of the owner of the copyright, most
frequently the author or the creator. With a free licence the
creator grants everybody the right to distribute or to modify
the work (under some conditions like mentioning the name
of the creator). Wikipedia could not have been written unless
the authors granted the right to adapt their texts and images.
The Wikimedia movement urges making as much content as
possible available under
a free license.
The winner of Wiki Loves
Monuments 2011 in Belgium
and Luxembourg: photo of
the city fortress wall of Ypres.

Wiki?
A wiki is a website that can be changed by its visitors. The goal
is to create and edit texts or images together. The programmer
Ward Cunningham invented the wiki principle in 1995.
The Wikimedia movement got its name from the wiki phenomenon and uses wiki software for its projects, but is not involved in
the hundreds of thousands of other wikis of enterprises, associations, and research institutes.

Johan Bakker, CC-BY-SA 3.0

“ Imagine a world in which every single

CC-BY-SA Wikimedia Belgium & Wikimedia Nederland
Caraco jacket in printed cotton, 1770-1790, skirt in quilted silk satin, 17501790. Jacoba de Jonge Collection in MoMu - Fashion Museum Province of
Antwerp, www.momu.be / Photo by Hugo Maertens, Bruges, CC-BY-SA 3.0

What does Wikimedia Belgium do?

Examples of activities

Wikimedia Belgium shares the mission to create a world in
which every person has free access to the sum of all human
knowledge. We collaborate to gather and distribute information and material. We work together with volunteers who
are active in Wikimedia projects such as Wikipedia.

• The yearly photo contest Wiki Loves Monuments. Goal:

Wikimedia Belgium has no authority on the content of
Wikipedia. Wikimedia Belgium supports volunteers, organises
activities and courses, performs fundraising, communicates to
the general public and serves as the primary contact point
for organisations and institutions that look for collaboration.
The organisation provides information and publicity about
free knowledge and advises cultural institutions about releasing and uploading material.
When required, Wikimedia Belgium will participate in social
debate about copyright issues and internet freedom. We
would like to have government works
released into the public domain and
support the establishment of freedom
of panorama in Belgium.

One of the images donated under a free licence by
the Fashion Museum Antwerp.

make as many photos of monuments as possible available via
Wikimedia Commons.
• Courses for people that would like to participate in
Wikipedia.
• Presentations about Wikipedia and Wikimedia.
• Free license for images from the collection of the Fashion
Museum Antwerp.

Freedom of panorama?
Belgium has, in contrast to the
Netherlands, Germany and
the United Kingdom, no freedom of panorama. This means that
photos of buildings and public works of art whose creator did not
die 70 or more years ago, are not allowed to be published freely
because the copyrights haven’t expired yet. For Wikipedia this is
a problem because we cannot illustrate articles about recent art
and architecture.
The most famous example is the Atomium. All photos of this national monument are still copyrighted by the heirs of the architect
that passed away in 2005.

The Wikimedia projects
Wikipedia The free encyclopaedia
Wiktionary Dictionary and thesaurus
Wikibooks Free textbooks and manuals

Wikimedia Belgium and you
Are you convinced of the importance of free knowledge and
would you like to contribute? On our website you will find
information about our activities and plans. Please enjoy!

Or become a member
For more information see:
http://be.wikimedia.org/wiki/Membership

Wikinews Free-content news
Wikiquote Collection of quotations
Wikisource Free-content library
Wikispecies Directory of species
Wikiversity Free learning materials and activities
Wikivoyage Free worldwide travel guide
Commons Free media repository
Wikidata Free knowledge database
Wikimania The international conference
MediaWiki Wiki software

Wikimedia Belgium, asbl/vzw
51 Rue du Trône, 1050 Ixelles
Internet www.wikimedia.be
E-mail
info@wikimedia.be
Twitter @Wikimedia_BE
Enterprise number
BE 0563.775.480

